July 20, 2017

CITY OF CLEVELAND, TENNESSEE SOLICITATION OF
CONSULTING SERVICES FOR PHASE ONE OF DOWNTOWN
REVITALIZATION INITIATIVE

City Manager Joe Fivas came to the City in 2016 with a mandate to bring about
downtown revitalization. The VISION FRAMEWORK he created for downtown revitalization is
as follows:

VISION: Create a livable and memorable downtown of distinct neighborhoods
connected by walkable and strong infrastructure
•

•
•
•
•
•

Make downtown Cleveland more attractive by stimulating its street activities,
creating interesting urban spaces and architecture, and by enhancing its role as
a destination
Make downtown Cleveland more sustainable by promoting growth and jobs of
different types
Make downtown Cleveland more livable by linking neighborhoods, creating or
better defining neighborhood centers with stores, services, and open spaces
Make downtown Cleveland more diverse and affordable by providing additional
and wider ranging housing options
Make downtown Cleveland memorable and easily recognizable by emphasizing
bold, ambitious moves such as narrowing and streetscaping Inman Street
Support the uniqueness of existing neighborhoods, but also recognize the value
to distinct neighborhoods of new districts such as art, sports, and entertainment
district(s).

The vision described above is to be achieved within the fabric of Cleveland’s downtown,
its surrounding residential neighborhoods, its institutional components such as Lee
University, brownfields, major streets and commercial corridors, public recreation and
open spaces, etc. MAP1 below locates residential neighborhoods (Historic Downtown
Cleveland Neighborhood, Blythe-Oldfield Neighborhood, College Hill Neighborhood), all
of which exhibit some level of organization, geographic identity, and voice in community
affairs. Not designated on the MAP 1 is a “Southwest Cleveland” area of one or more
neighborhoods generally west of the railroad and south of Inman Street that are likely to
gain a stronger identity as revitalization progresses. Apart from government facilities
and health care which is centered just north of the downtown core, the primary
downtown institutional presence is Lee University (see MAP 1) which has reshaped
much of downtown, constructing campus buildings in former residential areas and
converting City streets into landscaped and pedestrian friendly areas. A brownfield area
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abuts Inman Street from the south and is dominated by the former Whirlpool plant site
and other industrial properties. At the center of all of this is Inman Street, the major
east-west downtown corridor, and Ocoee Street/Broad Street which are the major north
south downtown corridor; together these streets form the axes of the existing downtown
redevelopment plan area. A major attraction for Cleveland residents has been the
Greenway, a bicycle and pedestrian trail along constructed largely along South Mouse
Creek, and the intention is to bring the Greenway into the downtown core and ultimately
into the College Hill neighborhood at least partially along or near Woolen Mill Branch.
Some of the dynamics now in play within the downtown include redevelopment planning
by Whirlpool (about 90 acres of the brownfield area) which is still largely unknown by
the City, ongoing redevelopment efforts at the Old Woolen Mill on Church Street south
of Inman Street, ongoing planning to renovate and repurpose a signature property the
historic Cherokee Hotel, reuse and new construction for downtown condominiums and
apartments now being planned by a few developers, and the continued expansion of
Lee University campus.
With this fabric in mind, the vision articulated above necessitates some goals and
objectives whereby it can be achieved:
GOAL 1: Create a redevelopment impact in the near term by designing and
implementing a small area of streetscape improvements within the downtown that will
support private reinvestment and serve as a “blueprint” for additional streetscape
improvement in the downtown.
GOAL 2: Make Inman Street a pedestrian-friendly corridor that is the signature street
and a locus of activity within a revitalized downtown.
GOAL 3: Create a positive aesthetic and a sense of place for the downtown through
visually appealing public and private downtown projects, and through coordinated,
recognizable design features in public spaces.
GOAL 4: Create more jobs and a diversity of employment along major downtown
corridors by creating an environment conducive to dining, arts, sports, entertainment,
retail, office uses, and creative and maker spaces.
GOAL 5: Create a diversity of downtown housing choices for different income ranges,
including choices in upper story lofts, “live-work” spaces, and traditional housing types
in adjacent residential neighborhoods.
GOAL 6: Extend the Greenway into downtown and make it a central organizing feature
for the downtown redevelopment and revitalization, connecting pedestrians and cyclists
along a visually interesting and comfortable path to employment, shopping, dining,
entertainment, and cultural activities.
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GOAL 7: Connect downtown neighborhoods and adjacent neighborhoods to the
downtown core with pedestrian friendly transportation, supporting the concepts of
accessibility by walking or biking access within 20 minutes and transit access.
GOAL 8: Provide for transportation needs in the revitalized downtown, addressing
mobility and access needs for people and freight, for different modes, for downtown
destinations versus through trips, and safety.
GOAL 9: Provide for parking needs associated with the revitalized downtown, providing
parking in the amounts, locations, and types needed to serve increased residential,
employment, visitor, and event based needs.
The City intends to undertake a Downtown Revitalization Initiative consisting of
objectives that are logical steps toward the achievement of the goals discussed above.
(a background report providing more information on the Downtown Revitalization
Initiative is available). The Downtown Revitalization Initiative objectives involve
improvements to streetscapes, transportation features, and parking as well as a
downtown Greenway extension, all hereinafter referred to collectively as “the Initiative”.
The Initiative emphasizes improvements within the public rights-of-way and open space
but it is intended to coordinate with other public and/or private projects that will
contribute to the overall revitalization effort. The intention is to “refresh” the
implementation of the existing Mainstreet Cleveland Downtown Master Plan (see MAP 2
below) which was begun several years ago; to serve as a catalyst for additional
downtown investment supporting an infusion of new residents and businesses; to create
a more pedestrian, bicycle, and transit friendly downtown; and to address other
transportation and parking issues for a future revitalized downtown.
The Initiative comprises six primary objectives that are logically interrelated, but which
could be further divided into sub-components and which would be subject to further
logical sequencing of work: OBJECTIVE 1) Targeted Streetscape Improvements --streetscape design through the construction documents phase for specific downtown
street segments to coordinate with and/or reinforce existing and anticipated private
redevelopment; OBJECTIVE 2) Inman Street Road Diet Design Concept and
Visualization --- conceptual design and visual presentation for the Inman Street Road
Diet and Streetscape from Keith Street to East Street; OBJECTIVE 3) Streetscape
Design “Toolbox”--- replicable designs, patterns, techniques, hardware, etc. to use
throughout the downtown area to create a coordinated downtown aesthetic;
OBJECTIVE 4) Greenway Extension Concept --- a design concept with schematic
design for a Greenway Extension from South Mouse Creek to an event space area
connecting the Museum Center at Five Points with the future Brownfield
Redevelopment Area.; OBJECTIVE 5) Future land Use Scenarios and Market
Conditions--- an evaluation of potential future land uses in the core area where the
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Targeted Streetscape Improvements, the Inman Street Road Diet, and the Greenway
Extension converge, combined with an analysis of the supporting market conditions;
and OBJECTIVE 6) Downtown Transportation and Parking Study and
Recommendations--- an evaluation of downtown traffic, parking, and multi-modal
transportation issues and recommended solutions under existing and redevelopment
conditions.
As can be seen, the Downtown Revitalization Initiative is an enormous and complex
job that can best be undertaken in smaller pieces. With that in mind the City of
Cleveland desires to solicit letters of interest from qualified consultants for Phase One
of the Downtown Revitalization Initiative as further described below. Following an
evaluation of the letters of interest and qualifications by the City’s Consultant Evaluation
Committee, the City intends to invite three or more of the consultant teams to submit
proposals before entering into contract negotiation for consulting services. The
consultant selection and contract negotiation processes are more fully described below.
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I. PHASE ONE DOWNTOWN REVITALIZATION INITIATIVE WORK
II.A. SCOPE
1. General--- the Consultant will gain an overall understanding of the Initiative and its
vision statement, goals, and objectives. The Consultant will articulate their project
understanding, distinguishing between the Initiative as a whole and the Phase One
work, in writing and in a presentation before the City’s Downtown Development Team.
The Consultant will offer a critique of the of the Initiative’s vision statement, goals, and
objectives for the City’s Downtown Development Team, and suggest what may be
missing for a successful downtown revitalization initiative in terms of content and work
structure. After the project understanding and critique dialogue with the Downtown
Development Team, the Consultant will assess data needs, identify stakeholders, and
make process recommendations for the Phase One work. The Consultant will prepare
6
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make a presentation introducing the Initiative to stakeholders, decision makers, and the
public, describing what is to be accomplished in Phase One, and soliciting feedback for
purposes of assessing initial reactions to the Downtown Revitalization Initiative and
developing the Phase One work. Based upon the input received the Consultant will
develop these Phase One work components: first, the Draft Inman Street Road Diet
Concept Plans and Visualization Tools; and second, Future Development Concepts for
an Event Space and Redevelopment Area containing the Greenway Extension
terminus. The Consultant will present the Phase One work components to the
Downtown Redevelopment Team for Review and feedback, and make appropriate
amendments. The Consultant will conduct a public presentation event, presenting the
draft Inman Street Road Diet concept plans and visualization. After the public
presentation event, the Consultant will prepare and submit to the Downtown
Development Team, a project summary and recommendations for next steps in
achieving the Downtown Revitalization Initiative.
2. Draft Inman Street Road Diet Concept Plans and Visualization Tools--- the
Inman Street Road Diet Design Concept and Visualization component will examine all
three sections of the Inman Street corridor further described in the APPENDIX A below
(Western Inman Street, Central Inman Street, and Eastern Inman Street). The intention
is to reduce the number of lanes on Inman Street (currently four lanes); add or widen
sidewalks and include streetscape elements to make Inman Street more pedestrian
friendly; improve the Inman Street corridor for bicycle and transit use; provide visual and
functional connection of adjacent neighborhoods from Keith Street to East Street to the
downtown; and facilitate the extension of the Greenway through portions of the Inman
Street corridor into the downtown redevelopment area. With these intentions in mind,
and with careful contextual consideration of each of the three sections of Inman Street,
the consultant is asked to develop design concept alternatives for each section of the
Inman Street Road Diet, to develop visualization tools for presentation of the road diet
to local officials, stakeholders, and the public; and to develop schematic designs for the
preferred alternative. As part of the visualization it is anticipated that the consultant
would develop a comparison of existing and proposed conditions within each section of
Inman Street.
3. Future Development Concepts for an Event Space and Redevelopment Area
with Greenway Extension Terminus--- the Consultant will prepare a minimum of two
(2) potential future development concepts for the Event Space and Redevelopment
Area surrounding the Greenway Extension (see polygon outlined in green MAP 1
below). The future development concepts are to be in the context of a preliminary future
land use scenario and market conditions analysis for the larger Downtown Revitalization
Initiative area (see polygon outlined in orange on MAP 1). The Consultant may enlarge
and adjust the boundaries for the future land use and market conditions as appropriate
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to data and analysis needs, e.g. Census Block Groups, Cleveland MPO Traffic Analysis
Zone boundaries, etc. The land use scenario should be supported by data and should fit
with a mixed-use future environment with greater population living downtown and new
downtown jobs and entertainment all in a walkable environment. In proposing the
scenario, the Consultant will consider needs related to building stock (space, type,
condition), internet, open space, transportation facilities, parking, etc. The Consultant
will discuss comparable downtown redevelopment projects in other communities,
including public sector actions taken to promote redevelopment, public improvements,
events spaces and other key economic drivers, public/private partnerships, and the like.
The overall land use impacts of the Greenway Extension will be considered, focusing on
the Greenway terminus within the Event Space and Redevelopment Area. The
preliminary land use scenario and market conditions will reflect consideration of private
redevelopment conditions that may remain speculative but which will have significant
impact (Whirlpool site redevelopment, Woolen Mill redevelopment, Cherokee Hotel
redevelopment, scattered site new housing in downtown). The preliminary land use
scenario and market conditions should set forth a framework for additional analysis in
the future. The future development concepts for the Event Space and Redevelopment
Area should be reasonable in light of the land use scenario and market conditions.
The future development concepts should include a significant terminus for the
Greenway Extension within the Event Space and Redevelopment Area which reaches
from the rear of the Museum Center at Five Points across a portion of the Whirlpool
brownfield redevelopment area and encompasses the Old Woolen Mill property. The
City envisions that the Greenway Extension will reach some sort of public event space
in this area amidst considerable private redevelopment including greater building mass
and economic activity (some combination of apartments and condominiums, hotel
space, offices, restaurants, and event venue, and parking comes to mind)--- the City
would like to see a conceptual redevelopment plan for this area that located the
Greenway Extension and flexible open event space in context just described;
possibilities considered have included the area near the rear of the museum and the
area near the existing stage and pond on the Old Woolen Mill property.

II.B. DELIVERABLES
1. Project Initiation Meeting--- in the project initiation meeting with the City Downtown
Development Team the Consultant will review their understanding of the Downtown
Revitalization Initiative and the Phase One work scope and project deliverables.
Regarding the overall Downtown Development Initiative, the Consultant will offer a
critique of the of the Initiative’s vision statement, goals, and objectives for the City’s
Downtown Development Team, and suggest what may be missing for a successful
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downtown revitalization initiative in terms of content and work structure. For the Phase
One work the Consultant will describe the process by which they intend to produce the
work including a review of existing conditions, methods for further data discovery and
analysis, and presentation of a refined project scope, deliverables, schedule, and
budget as informed by the contract negotiation process and discussion with the
Downtown Development Team. A written report summarizing the information presented
by the consultant in the project initiation meeting along with the responses and direction
by the City’s Downtown Development Team, will be provided by the Consultant.
2. Project Stakeholders Meeting--- The Consultant will prepare make a presentation
introducing the Initiative to stakeholders, decision makers, and the public, describing the
content of the overall Initiative, what is to be accomplished in Phase One, and soliciting
feedback for purposes of assessing initial reactions to the Downtown Revitalization
Initiative and developing the Phase One work. The Consultant will coordinate with City
staff in planning the date, time, and location of the stakeholders meeting as well as
related publicity. The Consultant will control the meeting for the sake of fairness and
representative public input, not allowing time to be monopolized by a few attendees and
not allowing bullying or intimidation. The Consultant will present information regarding
the overall Initiative and the proposed Phase One Work (the Inman Street Road Diet
Concept Plan and Visualization, and the Future Development Concepts for an Event
Space and Redevelopment Area with Greenway Extension Terminus) in summary
fashion using PowerPoint or similar software. Background information should be
presented indicating what other communities have done for downtown revitalization
planning and the benefits that have been realized in those communities, along with the
expectations for this project. The Consultant should review initial data and findings for
the stakeholders. The Consultant will use recognized public participation techniques to
gather input on the road diet for the various sections of Inman Street, as well as the
future development concepts for the event space and redevelopment area with
Greenway terminus, noting questions and concerns which need to be addressed.
Following the stakeholders meeting the Consultant will develop a report of comments
received during the meeting and through the public comment process that the
Consultant will recommend for those unable to attend the meeting, e.g. comment box,
web-based comments, etc.
3. Draft Inman Street Road Diet Concept Plan--- Based upon input received at the
stakeholders meeting, input from the Downtown Development Team, and the
preliminary land use scenario and market conditions (see #6 below), the Consultant will
develop draft road diet concept plans for the Inman Street corridor. The Road Diet
concept plans will be similar in detail to the schematic plans prepared for Central
Avenue (shown below and further described in an available background report) but will
also include the lane reduction, proposed landscaping, street furnishings, street lighting,
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etc. specific to Western Inman Street, Central Inman Street, and Eastern Inman Street.
The concept plans will address the proposed treatment of each street intersection and
driveway. For the section of Inman Street generally between the Taylor Spring Park and
Johnston Park, the Inman Street Road Diet Concept plan is to reflect the extension of
the Greenway along the Inman Street corridor. The consultant should explore different
possible treatments of the Greenway Extension within the road diet concept, presenting
the best one along with the rationale for selection as part of the concept plan.

4. Draft Inman Street Project Visualization--- Draft visualization tools will be produced
that reflect the road diet concept plan, showing a before and after for the blocks within
Western Inman Street, Central Inman Street, and Eastern Inman Street. The
comparison should include both a plan view and a street-level perspective. Use of
animated video images and techniques to capture the proposed changes is desirable (a
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video example from the Beaverton, Oregon’s Canyon Road project is shown in the
following clip http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nZmrx0UA8XU).

The future Greenway Extension is expected to be a significant feature of the Downtown
Revitalization Initiative and the consultant is encouraged to give careful consideration to
this fact in developing concept plans and visualization tools for the Inman Street Road
Diet. The Greenway Extension and its likely path are discussed in more detail in
APPENDIX B below.
5. Draft Development Concepts for an Event Space and Redevelopment Area with
Greenway Extension Terminus--- the Consultant will prepare a minimum of two (2)
potential future development concepts for the Event Space and Redevelopment Area
surrounding the Greenway Extension and its terminus. A description shall be provided
detailing how the land use scenario and its supporting data and analysis act to support
the feasibility of the potential future development concepts. The future development
concepts are to be described in terms of building types and floor areas, opens spaces,
land uses, employment, population, entertainment, and the like. The future development
concepts are to be supported with text, tables, maps, and illustrations. The development
concepts shall explore in some detail the design and uses of the public event space as
well as the location and design of the Greenway Extension terminus within the area and
its impact on the activities within the Event Space and Redevelopment Area.
6. Preliminary Land Use Scenario and Market Conditions Report--- the Consultant
will produce a preliminary land use scenario and market conditions report to inform the
Downtown Revitalization Initiative as a whole and to inform the other Phase One work,
but most especially to support the Future Development Concepts for an Event Space
and Redevelopment Area with Greenway Extension Terminus. The report will include
maps, data tables, and text organized in a logical format. The Consultant’s report shall
define and explain the geography, and include data sources relating descriptive data to
these boundaries (where larger area boundaries are used due to data limitations this
shall be noted). The land use scenario will describe a mixed-use future downtownin
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terms of more downtown residents, jobs, and entertainment, with greater walkability.
The Consultant’s report shall provide a credible future land use projection in terms of
the built environment and the people, jobs, and activities that are supported. The report
will include a discussion of the infrastructure and facilities needed to support such an
environment including multi-modal transportation, utilities, and high-speed internet. The
report will review comparable downtown revitalization and redevelopment projects
including public sector actions taken to promote redevelopment, public improvements,
events spaces and other key economic drivers, public/private partnerships, and the like.
The overall land use impacts of the Greenway Extension will be considered, focusing on
the Greenway terminus within the Event Space and Redevelopment Area. The land use
scenario and market conditions will reflect consideration of private redevelopment
conditions that may remain speculative but which will have significant impact (Whirlpool
site redevelopment, Woolen Mill redevelopment, Cherokee Hotel redevelopment,
scattered site new housing in downtown).
7. Revise Draft Phase One Work and Conduct Public Presentation Event--- the
Consultant shall present to the Downtown Development Team the draft Phase One
work including the land use scenario and market conditions report, the potential future
development concepts for the Event Space and Redevelopment Area surrounding the
Greenway Extension and its terminus, the draft Inman Street road diet concept plan,
and the draft Inman Street Visualization. After review by the Downtown Development
Team, the aforementioned Phase One work products will be revised as necessary and
prepared for a major public presentation event where the Consultant will present the
work. The event date, time, location, event format, publicity, and so forth will be
coordinated by consultant with input from the City staff.
9. Prepare and Submit Phase One Project Summary and Recommendations for
Remaining Work in the Downtown Revitalization Initiative--- the Consultant shall
prepare a concluding report summarizing what was achieved in Phase One and
outlining recommendations for successfully completing the remaining portions of the
Downtown Revitalization Initiative.

II. CONSULTANT SELECTION AND CONTRACT NEGOTIATION
PROCESSES
The City intends to solicit proposals from multi-disciplinary teams of consultants,
hereinafter “Consultant” for Phase One of the City of Cleveland, Tennessee Downtown
Revitalization Initiative. The City may make adjustments to the scope and deliverables
of the Phase One work depending upon information gained from the consultant teams
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which are invited to submit proposals subsequent to the City’s evaluation of letters of
interest and qualifications.
II.A. Contract Type, Method of Payment
The City intends to negotiate a costs plus fixed fee contract with prices negotiated for
the Phase One work. Payments shall be based upon contract conditions and supported
by quarterly progress reports.
II.B. Competitive Negotiation
Procurement of Consultant services for the Phase One work will be through competitive
negotiation. A general invitation will be made for consultant teams to submit letters of
interest and qualifications as explained below. The City will select from among the
qualified consulting teams which have submitted Letters of Interest and qualifications to
choose three or more teams to submit proposals for the Phase One work. Price is not
used as a factor in the evaluation and selection phases.
II.C. Consultant Evaluation Committee (CEC)
Letters of Interest and qualifications submitted for the Initiative will be evaluated by the
City’s Consultant Evaluation Committee (CEC). The CEC will review consultant
qualifications to perform the work, rate the firms in accordance with stated evaluation
criteria, recommend at least three of the most qualified firms for the submission of
proposals, and keep a record of proceedings.
II.D. Prequalification of Consultants
The prime consultant for all consultant teams submitting letters of interest and
qualifications for the Initiative proposals must be pre-qualified or have a completed
prequalification form filed with the Tennessee Department of Transportation by the
deadline for the Letters of Interest.
II.E. Letters of Interest, DBEs and Small Businesses, Scope of Work
Letters of Interest and qualifications are due by 5:00 p.m. on August 11, 2017.
Electronic copies of Letters of Interest must be submitted by email mail to Greg
Thomas, AICP, Planning Director/MPO Coordinator, 185 2nd Street NE, Cleveland, TN
37311, 423-479-1913, gthomas@clevelandtn.gov . Questions by firms intending to
submit a letter of interest are to be emailed to Greg Thomas not later than August 4,
2017; telephone inquiries are acceptable if preceded by an email indicating the
questions to be asked in general and proposing a scheduled time for the call.
Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (DBEs) and Small Businesses are encouraged to
submit Letters of Interest or to be included as part of consultant teams. Letters of
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Interest shall acknowledge and respond to the Scope of Work and Deliverables for
Phase One of the Downtown revitalization the Initiative.
II.F. Qualifications, Technical Requirements, Interview Requirements for
Consultants
Consultant teams must include Tennessee licensed design professionals with current
registrations and areas of practice appropriate to the scope of work, including civil
engineering, traffic engineering, landscape architecture, and land surveying.
Professionals skilled in land use planning, transportation planning, recreation and open
space planning, parking needs analysis and planning, traffic impact analysis, brownfield
redevelopment planning, market research, fiscal impact analysis and the like are
needed. Professionals skilled in public involvement processes, development of
presentation materials, and visualization tools and techniques are also needed.
Consultant teams will be expected to have the resources and expertise to produce all
work elements in a high quality and timely manner, to manage staff and other resources
in conducting the work, and to adhere to all contracting and subcontracting
requirements including those which may involve state and federal funding where these
are applicable, Consultant teams determined to be the most highly qualified by the CEC
will be required to attend an interview with the City’s Downtown Development Team to
make a presentation and answer questions.
II.G. Evaluation Criteria in Evaluation Phases I and II
Determination of the most qualified consultant teams will be through a multi-phase
process. Phase I evaluations will consider the Letter of Interest and qualifications
submitted by consultant teams. Phase II evaluations will consider proposals submitted
by consultant teams invited to submit proposals based upon the Phase I evaluations.
The qualifications-based selection criteria used for evaluation, ranking, and selection of
consultants may include, but are not limited to, technical approach (e.g., project
understanding, innovative concepts or alternatives, quality control procedures), work
experience, specialized expertise, professional licensure, staff capabilities, workload
capacity, and past performance. For Phase I evaluation, the qualifications-based
evaluation criteria may include, but are not limited to, the following: work experience in
the required disciplines with the City and/or other clients (30%); specialized expertise
which may include demonstrated experience with similar projects (30%); professional
licensure (10%); staff capabilities of prime consultant (15%); and size of project and
limited or unlimited prequalification status (15%). For firms selected to submit proposals,
the Phase II evaluation criteria will consist of: workload capacity; including amount of
work under contract with the City, if applicable--- 15%; technical approach (e.g., project
understanding, innovative concepts or alternatives, quality control procedures)--- 40%;
interview with City’s Downtown Development Team--- 40%; DBE involvement ---2.5%;
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and local presence as defined and limited by TDOT Local Government Guidelines Form
1-2 --- 2.5%.
II.H. Evaluation, Ranking, and Selection
1. Phase I Evaluation
a) Using the evaluation criteria identified in the public solicitation, the City advertising for
engineering related services shall evaluate current statements of qualification and
performance data from those firms submitting Letters of Interest.
b) The evaluation of a firm’s qualification during Phase I evaluation shall be limited to
the prime consulting firm only.
c) Evaluations shall be presented to the CEC for review. The CEC shall choose at least
three of the most highly qualified consultants who would make viable candidates and
who will be invited to submit a proposal.
d) The City shall issue a list of firms chosen to submit proposals and notify the firms that
were not selected. The firms selected in Phase I shall be requested to submit a
proposal for the work. Proposal format requirements, delivery address and deadlines
shall be included in the notification sent to the selected firms. Electronic delivery and
receipt of the proposal may be permitted.
2. Phase II Evaluation
a) The City shall evaluate the proposals of firms selected in Phase I using the Phase II
evaluation criteria identified in the public solicitation.
b) A consultant firm that has been short-listed for a project and asked to submit a
proposal shall specifically identify any sub-consultant(s) required to complete the project
team. Identified sub-consultants will be evaluated using the criteria identified in the
public solicitation. All sub-consultants identified on the submittal must be pre-qualified
by the Tennessee Department of Transportation to perform the required tasks or have
an application pending prior to submittal of the proposal. It shall be the responsibility of
the prime consultant to include a signed statement from each sub-consultant on their
own letterhead confirming that they have the staff available and agree to provide the
necessary services for the specific item/project listed in the prime consultant’s proposal.
Failure to meet these requirements will void the submittal.
c) Separate formal interviews, if approved as an evaluation criteria, shall be structured
and conducted with a specified time limit. Competing consultants may be asked to bring
additional information or examples of their work to the interviews if such information will
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contribute to the evaluation process. Specific questions may be asked of each
consultant to clarify qualifications, written proposals, or oral presentations.
d) The City shall present the evaluation of proposals received from firms selected in
Phase I to the CEC for review. The CEC shall rank the firms based on the established
and published criteria, or the CEC shall submit to the legally designated selection
authority a list of the firms deemed most highly qualified to provide the services
required. The list shall contain no fewer than three firms. In instances where only two
qualified consultants respond with proposals, the City may proceed with evaluation and
selection if it is determined that the solicitation did not contain conditions or
requirements that arbitrarily limited competition.
3. Phase III Evaluation, Ranking, Selection and Notification
a) If the CEC does not make the final ranking of the most highly qualified firms, the
City’s legally designated selection authority shall rank the firms in order of preference.
b) Notification must be provided to responding consultants of the final ranking of the
three most highly qualified consultants.
c) The City will negotiate with the three consultant firm(s) deemed to be most highly
qualified in rank order.
II.I. Contract for Services
The contract with the Consultant for the Phase One work is subject to the City’s
authorization to proceed with negotiation after the Consultant selection and the contract
is subject to City Council approval.
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APPENDIX A
Western Inman Street is bounded by Keith Street (US 11/SR 2) on the west and Broad
Street on the east. Newer TDOT installed sidewalk exists near Keith Street and the
adjacent Village Green commercial development, but it is mostly an area of four-lane
roadway without sidewalk and without distinguishable driveway openings serving mostly
automotive repair businesses and some other retail and service businesses. The nature
of the existing businesses makes Western Inman Street fairly automobile-oriented.
Traffic in this section is free-flowing except for two traffic lights at Keith Street and Broad
Street. The topography is generally level until near Broad Street where the road rises
sharply. 1960s era buildings line the roadway in this location, some of which can be
accessed from parallel streets running north and south of Inman Street. The parallel
street to the north, First Street, intersects Inman Street at an acute angle where Inman
Street begins to curve, where it is intersected by the north-south Highland Avenue, and
near the crossing of Woolen Mill Branch, making for a complex intersection. The
Greenway is planned to extend southward to Inman Street in this area where it will
encompass the new Taylor Spring mini-park (site where Cleveland was founded) on
First Street before continuing southward along the Woolen Mill Branch corridor.
Central Inman Street begins at Broad Street and runs to Norfolk Southern Railroad.
Banks, law offices, and other businesses dominate the north side of Inman Street in this
area as far as Church Street where the adjacent uses transition into restaurants, shops,
and some residential uses that are characteristic of the Five Point and Main Street
Square area. The south side of Central Inman Street Johnston Park between Broad
Street and Ocoee Street and the historic Cherokee Hotel at Ocoee Street before
crossing Church Street where there is a furniture store followed by a large vacant dry
cleaning facility, the Museum Center at Five Points, Bradley Rescue ambulance station,
a large vacant building, and the recently redeveloped Five Points Pharmacy restaurant
and condominiums and the Cleveland Transit Center in the historic renovated train
depot. Traffic lights exist in this core of the central business district at Broad Street,
Ocoee Street, Church Street, Parker Street (in front of museum) and Edwards Street by
Five Points Pharmacy. Many of the properties in this area are served by on-street
parking on adjacent streets or by nearby parking lots; parking is not allowed on Inman
Street. A substantial proportion of the building entrances in this part of the corridor are
on adjacent streets or the major north-south streets, until the Five Points area east of
Church Street, where shops, restaurants, etc. have entrances oriented more toward
Inman Street. Sidewalks exist in this area on both sides of the street but are directly
adjacent to the travel lane; the sidewalks feel too narrow for the building entrances in
the Five Points area.
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Eastern Inman Street is generally bounded by the Norfolk Southern Railway on the west
and East Street on the East. Inman Street goes underneath the railroad. The underpass
is equipped with flashing lights to warn high vehicles not to attempt to go underneath.
The underpass forms a bowl and with Inman Street at the bottom making lowering the
underpass to improve clearance impractical due to drainage issues and the established
grades of adjacent Inman Street property. Adjacent land uses are industrial before
transitioning to commercial near the intersection of Wildwood Avenue SR74. Some
aging residential properties are interspersed with older commercial development along
Eastern Inman Street, particularly just east of Wildwood Avenue, and near East Street.
The area between the Gaut/Dooley Street intersection is characterized by public,
institutional and businesses uses on Inman Street or nearby, including the Health
Department, Mosby Park and Pool, College Hill Recreation Center, churches, a funeral
home and several businesses. Traffic lights exist at Second Street/Linden Avenue,
Wildwood Avenue, the Gaut/Dooley Street intersection, and East Street. Traffic
converges on the Inman Street corridor from US 64 and the APD-40 by-pass flowing
directly along Inman Street and from eastern Cleveland and Bradley County from Gaut
Street, and from the south on Wildwood Avenue SR 74/Dalton Pike. Eastern Inman
Street is the heart of the historically African American community in Cleveland.
Residents have expressed a desire to be connected to the rest of the Inman Street
corridor by similar streetscaping and other improvements. The City has applied for a
Transportation Alternatives grant that would provide new sidewalks and a bus shelter
along portions of Gaut, Dooley, and Inman Streets generally between the Health
Department and the College Hill Recreation Center.
The University of Tennessee Smart Communities Initiative (SCI) produced an Inman
Street Streetscape plan for a portion of the area now under review, essentially stopping
the East Inman Street portion at Bates Street/Linden Avenue just east of the railroad
rather than continuing to East Street. The stated goals of that plan were: 1) Activate
Inman Street; 2) Provide and Enhanced Sense of Place; 3) Provide Spatial Order; and
4) Improve Pedestrian Access. Students working on the SCI project identified land uses
and building heights and building footprints within the study area (the area indicated as
“park” in the figure below is Johnston Park at the SE corner of Broad and Inman
Streets).
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The SCI students provided some topography and spatial analysis noting the highpoint at
Broad Street for Western Inman Street and another significant climb from the railroad
underpass to Linden Avenue. The spatial analysis indicates whether the area adjacent
to the right of way is enclosed, with the vertical plane occupied by a building or other
structure, or if it is relatively open.

The SCI students divided their study area into an auto-centric district from Keith Street
to Broad Street, and a downtown pedestrian district from Broad Street to Bates Street/
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Linden Avenue. Overall, the sense of place was to be gained by improving pedestrian
access, with the components to the work being a road diet, sidewalks, bike lanes, and
stormwater improvements. Key conclusions for the auto-centric district were to add
more sidewalks, reduce curb cuts, add trees and planting beds, create crosswalks, and
enhance safety with buffering and lighting. Key conclusions for the pedestrian district
were to maximize sidewalk width, add outdoor seating, add trees and planting beds,
incorporate rain gardens, add crosswalks, and enhance safety with buffering and
lighting. The SCI students provided sketches of the existing and proposed conditions
within auto-centric and pedestrian districts they identified for Inman Street, and the
proposed conditions are shown below.
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APPENDIX B

Greenway Extension Concept--- the Greenway presently terminates on the east bank of
South Mouse Creek just south of Willow Avenue. The intention is to extend the
Greenway south from there to the confluence of South Mouse Creek and Woolen Mill
Branch which is near the intersection of Inman Street, Highland Avenue, and First
Street NW. Near the confluence of the two creeks there is a floodplain area that will be
utilized as parking serving commercial development on the remainder of the property
and trailhead/gathering space in the approximate location of an existing house fronting
on Inman Street between the two creeks. From there, the Greenway could be continued
eastward to the New Taylor Spring Park which is conceptually part of the Inman Street
corridor but which is accessed from First Street SW near the intersection of Spring
Street. For this reason, it is thought that extending the Greenway eastward along First
Street SW to Taylor Spring would be the preferred route. From Taylor Spring, a
connection would need to be made to Inman Street, where the Greenway Extension
could be incorporated into the road diet as far east as Johnston Park at Broad Street.
From the western end of the Greenway Extension until it reaches Johnston the
Greenway route alternatives considered should generally stay within one or two blocks
of Inman Street.
Passing through Johnson Park, the Greenway Extension could continue eastward along
First Street SE until it reaches Church Street. Here as shown on MAP 1 is an area
designated as “Event Space and Redevelopment Area” which reaches from the rear of
the Museum Center at Five Points across a portion of the Whirlpool brownfield
redevelopment area and encompasses the Old Woolen Mill property at the south end.
The City envisions that the Greenway Extension will reach some sort of public event
space in this area amidst considerable private redevelopment including greater building
mass and economic activity (some combination of apartments and condominiums, hotel
space, offices, restaurants, and event venue, and parking comes to mind)--- the City
would like to see a conceptual redevelopment plan for this area that located the
Greenway Extension and flexible open event space in context just described;
possibilities considered have included the area near the rear of the museum and the
area near the existing stage and pond on the Old Woolen Mill property. The Consultant
should examine this and alternative routes for design and cost feasibility with the
objective of connecting the existing Greenway with the intended event space.
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Along the route of the Greenway Extension, Conceptual plans should include right-ofway and utility relocation needs; they should address interconnection with sidewalks
and ADA issues; they should attempt to mitigate steep terrain to the extent possible
where following a roadway (may be especially important just west of Broad Street); they
should address landscaping, furnishing, and lighting needs consistent with the existing
Greenway; and they should promote opportunities for public gathering spaces,
recreation, and public art. The Greenway Extension Concept should include logical plan
segments and planning level budgets for those segments. Some preliminary work has
been done on a conceptual Greenway route more closely following Woolen Mill Branch
but this may not be feasible; a future and less detailed southward connection of the
Greenway from the event space that would generally follow Woolen Mill Branch into the
Brownfield Redevelopment Area and into the Blythe-Oldfield Neighborhood near 9th
Street SE is contemplated.
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